A method employing holograms that conform with arbitrarily shaped sources has been developed for enhancing conventional near-field acoustic holography, which has been limited to sources with simple geometries, e.g., planar or cylindrical surfaces. Four holography transformation algorithms have been developed, based on acoustic holography theory and the boundary element method (BEM). Singular value decomposition (SVD) has been incorporated into the algorithms in order to alleviate the ill-posed nature frequently encountered in backward reconstruction of a field. A pulsating sphere, a cylinder with spherical endcaps, and a vibrating piston set in a rigid sphere have been adopted in a numerical simulation for verifying the algorithms. Satisfactory agreement has been achieved between the holographically transformed results and the analytical solutions.
INTRODUCTION
Acoustic holography, as its name suggests, provides the capability of projecting an image in a three-dimensional space, based on the sound data measured on a two-dimen- 
with boundary conditions specified on the source surface, where k is the wave number and p is the sound pressure. The sound pressure p(x• ) and the particle velocity Vn (X•) 
where Re and Im denote the real part and the imaginary part, with * denoting complex conjugate. Boundary integral equations (4) and (6) form the basis of sound radiation analysis for irregularly shaped sources. Suppose that either the sound pressureoe or the pressure gradient c•p/c•n on the source surface Ss is known apriori. Equation (4) or (6) can then be used to calculate the other quantity by assigning a the value of 1/2 or ll/4rr, depending on whether the source boundary of concern is smooth or not. If the acoustic variables at some field point in the space are further desired, Eqs. (4) and (6) can again be used to propagate the previously determined boundary data to any field point of interest by assigning a the value of unity. These integral formulations will be used in the following section for deriving various BEM-based acoustic holography algorithms.
II. DEVELOPMENT OF BEM-BASED ACOUSTIC HOLOGRAPHY ALGORITHMS
Consider a sound source of finite volume Vs, bounded by a piecewise continuous surface Ss (see Fig. 1 ). A source radiates acoustic energy to an infinite domain V, with the Sommerfeld radiation condition imposed at infinity. Assume that one is only able to measure sound data on the hologram Sh which separates the volume V into two parts: gation. In backward reconstruction, one essentially propagates the hologram data measured on $h inward to a point of interest in the near field Vb or on the source surface Ss. In forward propagation, one propagates the hologram data measured on $h outward to a point ofinterest in the far field Vf. A fundamental difference between a typical boundary element problem and a holography transformation problem is readily observed from the problem statement. The field on the source surface can be solved by typical boundary element methods 12'13 for boundary value problems of sound radiation when sound data are prescribed on the source surface $s. On the other hand, for the acoustic holography problem discussed in this paper, one seeks to determine the sound field in a three-dimensional space, based on either the sound pressure or the pressure gradient measured on a hologram (since the sound data on the source surface are assumed to be difficult to access). It is then highly desirable to develop spatial transformation algorithms that are capable of the backward reconstruction of the sound pressure and pressure gradient on the source surface, and also of the forward propagation of the reconstructed source field to the field points of interest in a three-dimensional space. The boundary element method is adopted in this study as a building block for implementation off our kinds of holography transformation algorithms for sound fields radiated by irregularly shaped sources. A brief review of the boundary element method, in conjunction with the development of the holography transformation technique, is given in the following discussion.
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A. Discretization of boundary integral equations
The numerical method employed for solving the acoustic holography problem in this study is the boundary element method which has been widely used in the area of acoustic radiation and scattering. 14-18 There are numerous advantages to using the boundary element method for solving exterior acoustic radiation problems. The boundary element method, in comparison with the finite difference method and the finite element method, requires less memory space since the dimensionality of a problem is reduced by one. The boundary condition at infinity, i.e., the Sommerfeld radiation condition, is already incorporated into the boundary integral formulation, while the condition at infinity always poses difficulties for the other two numerical methods. The boundary element method, in contrast to the FFT method used in conventional planar or cylindrical holography, provides more flexibility in choosing the spacing between measurement points and the shape of the conformal hologram.
The boundary elements used for approximating the surface integral are schematically shown in Fig. 2 . Triangular elements and quadrilateral elements are used in this study for construction of meshes. The global coordinate system and local coordinate system are related by isoparametric transformation. Quadratic shape functions are used for interpolating the global coordinates, the sound pressure, and the pressure gradient on the source boundary as 
where D ss and S ss are both N X N square matrices corresponding to the integrals in Eq. (13) In some cases, it is more desirable to measure the sound pressure gradient, or equivalently, the particle velocity, by using an intensity probe. This situation arises when, for example, one seeks to avoid the influences from disturbing sources from the background in carrying out an acoustic measurement. This application motivates the development of the following velocity-based conformal holography with a hologram and a source surface coupling (VCHHS).
Suppose that the sound pressure gradient Op(xt:)A9n, or the particle velocity v, (xt:), is measured at N locations on 
where Pn n is an N X 1 column vector corresponding to the known quantity Op(xt:)/On; Dn ns and K t:s are both N X N square matrices corresponding to the integrals in Eq. (14) that relate the Nmeasuring points x n and the Nsurface nodes In addition to the previously mentioned algorithms that utilize the source surface integral as a constraint, an arbitrarily chosen surface located in the interior of the source may be used for setting up a constraint equation (see Fig. 1 ). This interior surface is only a fictitious one which is not required to be physically accessible in field measurement. One advantage of choosing an interior surface instead of a source surface as a constraint is: the integration kernels can never become singular when using the interior surface since the distances between the source points and field points are always greater than zero. Slow convergence in carrying out Gaussian quadrature integration for singular elements is then avoided to some degree. The choice of interior points is arbitrary, except for those points coinciding with the nodal points of the eigenmodes of the corresponding interior problems. Interior points with N pressure data measured on the hologram are chosen here to be located at equal distances along the inward normal directions to the source surface points. N interior points are thus located on a surface that almost conforms to the source surface. The following pressure-based matrix equation is obtained here in accordance with the Helmholtz integral equation (18) with a = 0:
where ps and P• are defined in Eq. (19); D is and S is are both N X N square matrices corresponding to the integrals in Eq. (13) that relate the N field points and the N nodes x s on the source surface Ss; the superscript is denotes the spatial transformation between the interior surface Si and the source surface Ss. Parallel to the development of the aforementioned two algorithms, the matrix Eq. (27) can be used as a constraint equation for eliminating either the unknown surface pressure ps, or the surface pressure gradient P•, from the main Eq. (19) to solve for the remaining unknown quantity. This approach is then termed pressure-based conformal holography with a hologram and a source interior coupling (PCHHI).
Similar reasoning can finally be applied to obtain a holography transformation algorithm based on the sound particle velocity Pn • measured on the hologram, by using the source interior equation (27) as a constraint. One may choose to eliminate either the surface pressure PS or the surface pressure gradient P• to recover the other variable. This approach leads to velocity-based conformal holography with a hologram and a source interior coupling (VCHHI).
The resulting matrix equations of these four acoustic holography algorithms (with the different types of constraints presented in this section) are summarized in Table I . Backward reconstruction and forward propagation of the sound pressure, the particle velocity, and the sound intensity at any field point of interest can be performed by applying either the pressure-based approach or the velocity-based approach. Table III) for the sound pressure, the particle velocity, the active intensity, and the reactive intensity of the cylindrical source (kL = 5 ). Errors in the results are within approximately 5% and 6% for the pressure and the particle velocity, respectively (see case 1 in Table IV and V). Only slowly varying propagating waves are captured in the reconstruction process since the mesh used in this case is relatively coarse. Well-conditioned coefficient matrices, at the expense of poor resolution, can then be obtained so that the Gauss elimination algorithm can be directly applied.
The effect of different mesh spacings on the holography transformation algorithms is investigated in cases 1 and 2.
Only the results of the pressure magnitude (due to limited space) are shown in Fig. 9 . The transformation using a finer mesh yields more accurate results as expected (approximately 1% vs 5 % error in Table IV for The results of the holography algorithms with a source interior constraint, i.e., algorithms PCHHI and VCHHI, are significantly better than those obtained from the other two algorithms employing a source surface constraint. An explanation for this is that the holography algorithms with a source interior constraint do not require evaluation of singular elements since the distances between the field points and the source points can never become zero.
The ward reconstruction of a low-frequency field (kL = 5, case 2 in Table III ) and a high-frequency field (kL = 10, case 6 in Table III ), based on a 42-element and 116-node mesh, are compared in Fig. 10 . The errors for the low-frequency field are smaller than those for the high-frequency field (approximately 1.3% vs 1.6% in Table IV for cases 2 and 6, respectively), because the smooth and divergent fields radiated by low-frequency sources can be reasonably represented by using coarse meshes. Table III ).
The coefficient matrices resulting from the backward reconstruction process arc well-conditioned because the distances of transformation are moderate in these cases (with the maximum 0.32 )t in case 7 of Table III) . Satisfactory results in such cases can be obtained by direct application of the Gauss elimination algorithm to solve for the sound pressure or the particle velocity on the source surface. However, ill-pose d nature is frequently encountered in backward reconstruction of source fields of large distance of transformation. The SVD algorithm is utilized to carry out pseudoinversion of the holegram data in order to overcome this numerical difIiculty. In addition, the filtering procedure is employed to ensure numerical stability, at the expense of the information contained in the high-order components of the decomposed field. Two backward reconstruction cases of large distance of transformation (DOT = 4.77 )t for case 4 and 9.55 )t for case 8 in Table III) Table IV . The singular values obtained from the holography algorithms are plotted in Fig. 13 . These singular values appear to be more uniformly distributed for high-frequency fields, which require more orthonormal modes of the decomposed field, than for low-frequency ß fields. As far as the filtering procedure is concerned, 75 and 100 out of 116 singular values are preserved for the lowfrequency case 4 and the high-frequency case 8, respectively. The reconstruction errors for the particle velocity are significantly larger than the sound-pressure errors (approximately 46% for case 4 and 37% for case 8 in Tables IV and V) Table III ; (b) distance of transformation --9.55 t, kL --10, case 8 in Table III. particle velocity generally amplifies the errors contained in the former quantity. In Table III ) and a high-frequency field (kL --10, case 8 in Table III) VI. Holography transformation parameters used in the simulation cases of the sound field radiated by a vibrating piston set in a rigid sphere shown in Fig. 15. (Note: Here, a ----0.2 m for all between the transformed results and the exact solutions are summarized in Table VII . It can be observed from the reconstruction errors that this piston field is evidently more difficult to reconstruct than the previous cases. In case 1, the holography transformation algorithms are applied to the vibrating piston set in a sphere, with a spanning angle 0o = 60 ø at a frequency 546.748 Hz (ka-2). The source pressure field is backward reconstructed at a distance 1/6 A away from the source. The holographically transformed results and the exact solutions are compared in Fig. 16 . The numerical results exhibit satisfactory accuracy, with relative errors less than 2.5% (see Table VII Table VI ). The sound field is backward reconstructed on the source surface. algorithm VCHHS achieves the best performance among the methods utilized because its integration process for obtaining the sound pressure on the image surface (based on the particle velocity on the hologram) tends to smooth out numerical errors.
In case 2, the holography transformation algorithms are tested under a more difficult condition, with a smaller spanning angle 0o = 30 ø. The field from the active part of the source must diffract around the sphere, with a significant decrease in information due to evanescent waves. The source pressure field is backward reconstructed at a distance 1/6 A away from the source. The transformed results and the exact solutions are compared in Fig. 17 . There is, as expected, a significant increase in reconstruction errors (with a maximum of 18.9% in Table VII Depending on field directivity, coarse meshes are sufficient for spatial transformation of the smooth and divergent fields radiated by low-frequency sources, while fine meshes are usually required to accurately represent the rapidly varying and convergent fields radiated by high-frequency sources.
The Gauss elimination algorithm suffices to solve the linear system of equations resulting from backward reconstruction of source fields in cases of moderate distances of transformation. However, singular value decomposition, in conjunction with appropriate filtering, is required for cases of large distances of transformation, in order to obtain acceptable reconstruction of source fields, at the expense of information contained in the high-order components of the decomposed field.
Future work will be focused on seeking optimal criteria for selecting the holography transformation parameters, for example, the mesh configuration, the distance of transformation, the cutoff number for singular values, the locations of the interior points. The BEM-based holography algorithms will also be extended to more realistic situations where interfering sources, background noise, or ground reflection are present in the measurement environment. This holography technique will be verified experimentally, especially for industrial applications associated with sound field characterization and noise source identification.
